
From: Johnna Stewart on behalf of Johnna Stewart <stewartj@edmonds.wednet.edu>
To: Dwayne Dodgen
Subject: Re: Friday 1-17-20
Date: Monday, January 27, 2020 3:07:02 PM

Mr. Dodgen

You observed in the classroom from 9:30-10:00, met with me and then signed out at 10:13am.
You then returned to campus about 1:05 to have lunch with Lillian. It is possible they saw
each other in passing or at recess but the volunteer in question was not assigned in Lillian's
classroom.  

I have sent an email to you and Ms. Calavicci regarding this volunteer and his wife so that you
two can determine a plan.

Thank you
Johnna
Principal, BRE

On Sat, Jan 25, 2020 at 7:30 AM Dwayne Dodgen <dwaynefit@gmail.com> wrote:
Well Good Morning,

    The week went exactly as I expected.  Zero communication on why a convicted felon
with a record essentially identical to mine was allowed to volunteer and have exposure to
Lillian after I specifically left instructions for her safety that he not be allowed to have
contact with her?
    I was going to send the video I made of the meeting with Principal Stewart (Ms. Ebright
as a "scribe") where principal Stewart says "you must have different information that I do"
and "we follow a procedure for volunteers when forms are turned in".  Unfortunately my
phone was not prepared to record the full meeting but I did quote the background check rcw
43.43.830 to principal Stewart which garnered no response.
     So Principal Stewart, why did you allow Kevin Hassett access to Lillian after I directly
notified you he had felony drug convictions on his record and I did not want him to be
around Lillian?  If that required me removing her from school for her safety why didn't you
tell me that?  This part is on recording!
     Now after that why didn't Mr. Irish or Mr. Erdman respond to a known felon being on
campus?
     After this comes the procedure you mentioned on video Principal Stewart?  Is that the
same procedure you "applied" to me?  Mr. Hassett and I have nearly identical legal records
including a dismissed felony and one felony that stands against us however, they don't
appear on the list to be prevent us from volunteering.  Mr. Hassett has more criminal driving
offenses than I do and all of his criminal offenses come after I turned my life around.  So I
am not asking directly about Mr. Hassett I am asking what procedure was used where he
was approved and I was denied when the records are essentially Identical for legal purposes?
     After this comes the issues that you principal Stewart on camera state that I must have
different information that you do about Mr. Hassett.  Well since the basic background check
system was used to get the information I have and you have a more in depth one for
protecting the children can you give a reasonable explanation as to how you didn't know you
approved a convicted felon/drug addict as a volunteer?
     If you notice I am incredibly well spoken in this email because my initial reaction from
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last weekend has been dealt with.  That is the PTSD issues that you people push/foster/ and
use to abuse and attack me with that create those reactions.
     Oh by the way, funny how this happens just weeks after I ask about another man who
turned in his background check and before it was ran was allowed to be a volunteer?  It
seems very directly that background checks are not being ran on people to ensure children's
safety at Brier Elementary?
      That is the only explanation I can see as to how Principal Stewart "didn't know" Mr.
Hassett had felony drug convictions?  Those are her words!!!
       The biggest thing I want to know is why a known convicted felony drug addict was
allowed access to my child AFTER I brought it to the principal?
        What was that question you asked me Mr. Erdman?  What if other parents find out?
What are you guys supposed to say?  Well according to the video, the law, and Principal
Stewart's reaction.....not a word!!!

Thinking is difficult, That's why most people judge. CG
I am committed to a non-violent solution to this situation as I am a non-violent person.

Dwayne Dodgen
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From: Johnna Stewart on behalf of Johnna Stewart <stewartj@edmonds.wednet.edu>
To: Dwayne Dodgen
Cc: Debby Carter; Irish, Justin R. (ESC); McDuffy, Kris (ESC); McMurray, Ann M. (ESC); Noble, Gary P. (ESC); Diana

K. (ESC) White; Deborah Kilgore; Emma Gillespie; Layne Erdman; Manuel Juzon
Subject: Re: Mr. Hassett watchdog dad
Date: Friday, January 17, 2020 1:38:32 PM

Mr. Dodgen

You informed me of this today. I will be working with the Watchdog Coordinator who makes
the schedules to honor this request.

Sincerely,
Johnna
Principal, BRE

On Fri, Jan 17, 2020 at 1:34 PM Dwayne Dodgen <dwaynefit@gmail.com> wrote:
I have just finished having lunch with my daughter at Brier elementary.
      I very specifically informed principal Stewart I did not want this man having interactions
with my child while it brier and my daughter has told me that in fact he has spoken to her so
obviously principal Stewart does not give a rat's ass about my feelings for my daughter and
what I consider safe even regarding known convicted felons.
     This whole time the school said what if other parents found out about me and didn't like
it well obviously it doesn't matter one damn bit.
     I will pull up his criminal record for you when I get home to ensure that you have it
which you already should if the criminal background check was done?
     This situation has reached a whole new level of insanity.

It is difficult to think, that's why people judge. Carl Jung.
I'm committed to a non-violent solution to the situation as I am a non-violent person.

Dwayne Dodgen

On Fri, Jan 17, 2020, 10:16 AM Dwayne Dodgen <dwaynefit@gmail.com> wrote:
Well,

     I am completely shocked to have heard principal Stewart announce a convicted felon as
a watchdog dad!!!???
     I know Mr Hassett directly and have his background check on my computer. He plead
guilty to felony drug charges and has made direct threats of harm to me as well as still
being active in his drug usage. 
     At least he was still active when I lived below him in the family fourplex owned by His
family. Ms. Calaviccis family?
      Please can anyone explain this situation to me? His felony is about a decade old!!! He
has other criminal issues as well and all are far newer than mine which are not to be
counted against me legally!!?? Not to mention he has years of documented drug related
issues in his background check.
       So you excuse a convicted felon in Ms. Calaviccis family who lives directly above her
(same damned address) while you deny me? I've had a clean record the entire time he has
been having troubles.
       So if no one else knows whom Mr. Hassett is how could that be? Was his criminal
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history not concerning to principal Stewart or is it because he's related to Ms. Calavicci? 
       If the district doesn't know about him I think it's pretty damn clear.
       Prejudice, discrimination and preferential treatment based on who principal Stewart
chooses to like?
      I think this is beyond clear in what it shows?
      I just had a quick meeting with you principal Stewart and you had Missy bright come
in as a scribe. you said you wouldn't discuss another parent with me, funny since I've been
told you talk about me to other parents.
      The look of shock on your face principal Stewart when I told you I knew he was a
convicted felon was priceless.
      You claimed you follow the process but if you did that I would have been approved in
kindergarten year. 
       Please explain how you don't favor Ms Calavicci and her family.
       Today completely proves everything I have been saying. This has been a personal
vendetta from principal Stewart towards me because of her relationship with Ms
Calavicci.
        Principal Stewart never asked me to leave campus today because even in the midst of
becoming completely outrageously angry and offended, I maintained a calm demeanor
and was polite and had appropriate behavior at all times.
        This is the one thing the each lawyer told me I needed proof of to be able to claim
incorp the personal discrimination from Brier elementary to me.
         So if the school board and all the administration are not aware of the situation you
are now and it is a blatant double standard.

It's difficult to think, that's why most people judge. Carl Jung
I am committed to a non-violent solution to the situation is I am a non-violent person.

Dwayne Dodgen
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From: Johnna Stewart on behalf of Johnna Stewart <stewartj@edmonds.wednet.edu>
To: Dwayne Dodgen
Subject: Re: Watchdog dad and volunteer Kevin Hassett
Date: Tuesday, February 25, 2020 12:01:37 PM

Mr. Dodgen

As mentioned in the previous email on 1/27/20, I am awaiting direction from you
and Ms. Calavicci regarding the involvement of Jessica and Kevin Hassett.  My
understanding of the parenting plan is that you have joint decision making. I need
to know your joint decision in this issue and will implement your joint plan.

Thank you
Johnna
Principal, BRE

On Thu, Feb 13, 2020 at 9:24 AM Dwayne Dodgen <dwaynefit@gmail.com> wrote:
So I'm just curious if any of you fine upstanding people are going to actually address this
issue or just ignore me completely? I have been more than patient in waiting for a response
on why principal Stewart allowed my daughter to have contact with a known convicted drug
user when I specifically said I did not want it to happen because he has been violent towards
me in front of her previously.
      the entire situation has been completely ignored other than principal Stewart to send an
email to my ex and me exposing the fact that I was complaining about it. In that email she
blatantly lied to my ex about what I requested and now I have been completely ignored and
I'm getting pretty f****** sick and tired of it to be blunt.             You all claim to be
professionals and exemplary individuals so why don't you start acting like it and answer
some simple damn questions.
     What is really interesting is that I saw Jessica Hassett enter the school grounds and I have
not seen her leave yet she has not signed in per-protocol?
     if she is there as a representative of the school and a volunteer I do not want her having
contact with my daughter because this is interfering in a very tense family situation there's
only been made worse by principal Stewart and the Edmonds School district and their
criminal behavior.

It's difficult to think, that's why most people judge. C.G.
I am committed to a non-violent solution to this situation as I am a non-violent person.

Dwayne Dodgen

On Sat, Jan 18, 2020, 11:02 PM Dwayne Dodgen <dwaynefit@gmail.com> wrote:
So on January Friday the 20th of 2020 this man was a watchdog dad volunteer,  I waited
until the appropriate time to ask Principal Stewart to confirm it was him and ask how he is
allowed to do this since he has a felony drug issue on his record? 
     In the video (made with her full consent as she enlisted a scribe) she visibly and clearly
tries to hide Mr. Hassett's true identity from me when I inquired.  she acknowledged she
said Mr. Hassett and when I asked if it was kevin hassett she immediately refused to
identify him saying she would not talk about another parent with me.  Funny after the
number of things I have been told she has had to say about me and the fact that other
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parents there are now running my background.
     You people have truly fucked up my daughter's young life and are costing her
experiences and friends because of your criminal choices to punish me for something I am
not guilty of and of which you do not have the authority to do what you have done.
     The second thing for you folks to know is that Mr. Hassett has an older child then the
one still in attendance at Brier.  His name is Drake and I used to take Drake swimming
with Lillian.  In fact Mr. hassett and his wife Jessica allowed me to take Drake swimming
repeatedly which is why I know them.  I bring Drake up because I have found out he used
to volunteer when Drake went there which means before Principal Stewart ever met me. 
He had to fill out a background check right?  Drake started attending there about what 2-3
years before Lillian?  This means Principal Stewart was aware enough of the background
check laws that she knew she didn't have to consider his felony right?  She never
seemingly brought it to anyone else as a concern? I honestly don't know?
     They are Ms. Calavicci's cousin's.  Living directly upstairs from Ms. Calavicci.
Since Lillian has started attending your hell hole of a school district Mr. Hassett on more
than one occasion has interfered and caused problems in my custody situation including in
assisting Ms. Calavicci in attempting to cause me to lose custody of my child and be
removed form her life.  I did not go into this much detail but I MADE IT VERY DAMN
CLEAR I WANTED HIM HAVING NO CONTACT WITH LILLIAN AS A
VOLUNTEER!!! YET HE DID!!!  This is after I informed you principal Stewart that he
has a criminal record just like me!!! You fucking ignored me and allowed him to be a
representative of the school and "exemplary people" to my daughter.
      That is a direct violation of the parenting plan you have on file.  No one is allowed to
do that to either parent as it is bad for the child and you people have been doing it for
years.
     I am going share with you what I know of Mr. Hassett's background that should have
come up on his background check since it was all still fairly fresh.  Especially if I can
legally obtain this information then how would you not have gotten at least the felony
drug charge?

1)10/05/2003
MIP/MIC criminal offense
2)03/20/2004
Poss of Marijuana plead guilty criminal offense
3)03/05/2008
illegal prescription possession
plead guilty to felony charges
4)08/23/2008
criminal driving offense- guilty
5)09/09/2008
criminal driving offense -guilty
6)02/15/2009
criminal driving offense-guilty
7)11/12/2009
illegal prescription possession
guilty and dismissed

So Mr. Hassett has 7 criminal actions on his record including one that is dismissed and 3
driving related issues?  It is almost identical to mine and I didn't know that until tonight.
     Him and his wife met in the drug fuled meth world in the kelso-longview area. I bring
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this up because do you folks remember the drug addict I said didn't follow the rules at
lunch for signing in and out that no one wanted to talk about?  I will now tell you who it
was and I am very thankful I took a picture of her car in the parking lot on that day....to
prove she was there.  It was Jessica Hassett and at this point you know she is Ms.
Calavicci's cousin.  Convenient isn't it that Ms. Calavicci's family are let slide by principal
Stewart?
     So apparently you believe he is reformed and worthy of something I am not even
though my last offense was in 2006 I believe? Of course mine weren't on my record but
you took my word that it was true while at the same time calling me a liar and saying I
couldn't be trusted? Damned hypocrytes.  One of the things I was told by lawyers is that I
have to have at least one other person with a record like mine that was approved for it to
be a civil rights violation.  Guess we have that now don't we?
     I came to principal Stewart and all of you in an attempt to be upfront and
straightforward to avoid any problems.  I knew a dismissed conviction could not be held
against me and I knew the other one was not on the list to bar me.  Yet you held them both
and more against me?
    In fact Dr. McDuffy still refuses to clarify the answer to that?  Did you need to grant a
special waiver or you all felt the crime was more serious so you were elevating it to bar
me?
    Maybe just maybe somehow you truly didn't know about these criminal actions of Mr.
Hassett.  That is every except principal Stewart that is, assuming she ran his background
check?  Maybe she didn't? You know, like the other guy I asked about from a few weeks
ago that no one has given me a response on other than principal Stewart saying it will be
looked into.  Fucking corrupt assess.
    If you don't like my language then take me to court and have a judge order me not to
swear at you.  I have asked for a specified format and you refuse to give it other than your
mental fucking abuse, ignoring me, lying to me, covering up the truth.
    A relative of Ms. Calavicci's is allowed to volunteer with a nearly identical criminal
record while she escalates mine?  Yeah tell me she isn't helping Ms. Calavicci now?
    One more thing...in email Mr. Erdman said he hasn't been keeping up with things since
I was assigned to Mr. Juzon.  I am curious if Principal Stewart ever contacted him
officially to document the alleged fear of Principal Stewart over me being pissed off and
not working to restrain my feelings and reactions of the PTSD?  Please feel free to send
me any official notification made by principal Stewart that she had fear of me because of
words on a page?

I do not want Kevin Hassett or Jessica Hassett interacting with Lillian as volunteers on
any level!!!  They are members of her mothers family and that would be teaching Lillian
that they are good people while you teach her I am not a good person which will only
further cause Lillian damage as she grows and has to sort things out for herself.

For the record this is the very restrained version of what I am feeling and want to say!!!

Oh Ms. Carter you ever going to do anything with my complaint or just continue to play
word games and try and get me to go away? 

It's difficult to think, that's why people judge. Carl Jung
I am committed to a non-violent solution to this situation as I am a non-violent person.

Dwayne Dodgen
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From: Justin Irish on behalf of Justin Irish <irishj@edmonds.wednet.edu>
To: Dwayne Dodgen
Cc: Manuel Juzon; Johnna Stewart
Subject: Re: blatant lie/attack
Date: Monday, January 27, 2020 3:06:52 PM

Dear Mr. Dodgen, 

Per the parenting plan, dated 4/15/16, you and Ms. Calavicci have joint decision making
regarding educational decisions. As a result, Mrs. Stewart emailed both of you. If this
parenting plan is out of date, please provide us with a new one. 

The emergency contact listed for your child identifies the name of a person with whom you do
not want to have contact with your child. Because of your request, the school needs to change
the information in our student record database. To make this change, we need both parents to
agree. 

Please collaborate with Ms. Calavicci regarding your request to remove this person's contact
information from your child's emergency plan. Once the school hears back from both of you,
the school will make the change. Also, please inform the school of an emergency contact you
would like to add in replace of this person. 

Sincerely, 
Justin 
   

Dr. Justin Irish
Assistant Superintendent

425.431.7176 Phone
425.431.7182 Fax
irishj@edmonds.wednet.edu

 

On Mon, Jan 27, 2020 at 1:51 PM Dwayne Dodgen <dwaynefit@gmail.com> wrote:
Well I already responded directly to the email but this is beyond unacceptable and is
obviously meant to cause strife and tensions.  It is a blatant lie.
    After the email earlier stating I want kevin and Jessica hassett to have no contact with
Lillian while acting as volunteers at Brier Principal Stewart has sent this email to both
Angela and I which then prompts the issues of my personal complaints against Mr. Hassett
as a volunteer to come into question.  This is a blatant and personal issue that is inexcusable.
    This will no cause serious repercussions and potentially expose my intentions of using
this for custody purposes which is completely unethical and I believe will potentially be a
custodial interference issue.
    We have already covered the fact that principal Stewart should not be involving us both in
communications as she is helping Ms. Calavicci against me.  I don't give a damn about your
fake investigation.
    Beyond this why did she wait until now to send the email after I bring up it will be used in
a custodial issue?  The Key here is that she put both Kevin and Jessica not just kevin as per
my original requests.  Also for the record I do not approach or speak to Rebecca Hassett or
even look in her direction unless she gets my attention to say hello so you don't need to say a
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word to me about it!!
    I would also like to know why Principal Stewart is giving out my ex's personal
information that is not supposed to be shared with me at all per HER instructions, district
policy, and state law I believe?
    I would like to file a formal complaint against principal Stewart for blatantly lying to my
ex about what I said and requested. You all know I specifically said as volunteers and here is
what she sent to my ex at the bottom.
   What is this lie going to be excused as?  Thanks again Principal Stewart for your
willingness to ignore what my daughter wanted to be called and teaching her that her
opinion doesn't matter when it comes through me!!!
    Oh and now lets wait for the counter claim so then the principal can say parents are asking
for me to not be on campus?
    I still want to know why in the hell contact was allowed after I specifically said none was
to be had?  Got an Answer for that or am I just going to be ignored?

Why are you willing to do this principal Stewart but you are not willing to document that
you were never and are never willing to work with me to give my daughter what she
deserves? You truly are one of the lowest forms of humanity I have ever met!!!

It is difficult to think, that is why most people Judge.  CG
I am committed to a non-violent solution to this situation as I am a non-violent person.

Dwayne Dodgen

Johnna Stewart 12:41 PM (1 hour ago)

to me, angela

Hello

I am reaching out to both of you as there is a question that needs to be resolved
so that we know how to proceed.

Mr. Dodgen has requested that Kevin and Jessica Hassett have no contact with
Lillian/Lilly at school.  Jessica Hassett is listed as an emergency contact. Please
determine how these individuals are allowed or not allowed to be in contact
with Lilly/Lillian so that we can implement the decision here at school.  

Thank you,
Johnna
Principal, BRE
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